
Stealth’s Innovative Flat Racks
Technology: 

The Future of Efficient Computing

Stealth is proud to present our cutting-edge Flat Racks Technology, a
revolutionary approach to computing solutions designed for the modern
demands of enterprise and industrial applications. Moving beyond traditional
Rack Mount solutions, our Flat Rack configurations offer a powerful, space-
saving alternative without sacrificing performance or functionality.

Our Rack Drawers embody our commitment to versatility, catering to a wide
range of applications from telephony and industrial control to plant automation
and data centers. This adaptability ensures that whatever your computing
needs, Stealth’s Flat Racks Technology is engineered to meet them.

The space-saving "FR Series" series contains a bright LCD monitor which
offers premium picture quality options from 1080P Full HD to 4K along with
integrated keyboard and a touchpad mouse. We also offer multiple KVM ports
and various Video input options to meet your specific application requirements.
When in their resting position the ultra-thin device measures only 1U (1.75")
or 2U (3.5") in height and installs easily into industry standard 19″ rack
cabinets.

Whether your application is for a data center, industrial environment, or military
facility, we have a Rack Drawer solution to meet your needs.

Complementing these are our Flat Rack Keyboards , tailored to integrate
seamlessly with your Flat Rack setup, providing a comprehensive computing
solution that maximizes space and efficiency.
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Stealth’s Flat Racks Technology not only represents a leap in computing
innovation but also underscores our dedication to offering solutions that align
with our customers' evolving needs. Whether you’re transitioning to a more
space-efficient computing environment or customizing a solution for specific
requirements, Stealth is here to support you every step of the way.

QUESTION OR COMMENTS? CONNECT OR CHAT WITH US !

Let’s connect you with our Team !

www.stealth.com | 1-888-783-2584

This email was sent
to: {{contact.EMAIL}}

You have received this e-mail
because you are a valued
customer of Stealth and opted
in to our mail list. We respect
your privacy and will never
sell/misuse your information.

Explore how Stealth's Flat Racks Technology can transform your computing
infrastructure. Visit our website or contact our sales team to find out more
about our sleek, robust alternatives to conventional Rack Mount setups.
 
Embrace the future of computing with Stealth’s Flat Racks Technology—where
efficiency meets performance.
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